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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
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:-     
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Opposite Party 
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Prosecutor      
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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T. 
 

 
1.  This Revision is preferred by Revisionist against the Judgment and 

order dated 09-03-2017 passed by learned Judicial Magistrate, 1st class, Smt. B, 

Khaklary passed in MR Case No. 67/15 u/s 125 Cr.P.C., whereby learned 

Magistrate directing the present petitioner to pay monthly maintenance 

allowance @ Rs. 2000/- per month to the 1st party/Opposite party and Rs. 

1500/- per month to her daughter i.e. total amount of Rs. 3,500/- per month 

from the date of the order.  

2. The factual matrix according to the petition is that Minara 

Begum/Opposite party filed an application u/s 125 Cr.P.C. with a prayer for a 

direction for awarding monthly maintenance at the rate of Rs. 3000/- for herself 

and Rs. 2000/- for her daughter from the revisionist/petitioner. Accordingly, 

said case was registered as MR Case No. 67/15. According to the 

petitioner/Opposite party she was married with the 2nd party i.e. the revisionist 

in the year 2005 by executing “Kabil Nama”. After their marriage, the 

petitioner/revisionist opened a pharmacy in the land of his father-in-law and 

they started living there. Out of their wedlock a female child was born who is at 

present five years old and her name is Babita Khan. They lived happily for 

about seven years. But petitioner/revisionist at the influence of two persons 

intending to marry another woman started quarrelling with the opposite 

party/petitioner and thereafter tortured her physically. Thus, the 

petitioner/revisionist tortured the opposite party/petitioner physically for a few 

days. After that the petitioner/revisionist at the influence of two persons 

married another woman and left to his native place at Nagaon and started 

living at Kandulimari by opening a Pharmacy there. Since then the 

petitioner/opposite party has been taking shelter in her parental house along 

with her minor daughter but the petitioner/revisionist did not enquire about the 

welfare of her and her daughter nor even given any maintenance to them. The 

petitioner/Opposite party went to Kandulimari in several times in search of her 

husband but her husband used to escape. The petitioner/revisionist earned Rs. 

15,000/- to 20,000/- per month from the pharmacy. Moreover he has cultivable 

land. The daughter of the petitioner/Opposite party has been admitted in an 
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English Medium school, therefore, the petitioner/Opposite party has prayed to 

grant monthly maintenance @ Rs. 3000/- for herself and @ Rs. 2000/- for her 

daughter total amount of Rs. 5000/- per month.    

  To contest, the proceeding, the present petitioner/revisionist filed a 

written statement. By the said written statement the petitioner/revisionist 

admitted the opposite party/petitioner as his legal wife and also paternity of the 

child but denied all the allegations made against him. After marriage, the  

petitioner/revisionist lived in his father-in-law’s house and opened a pharmacy 

in the land of his father-in-law’s land. A female child was born out of their 

wedlock. The petitioner/revisionist never tortured his wife/petitioner/opposite 

party at the influence of some other persons whereby he never deserted his 

minor son. The actual fact is that after the marriage the  petitioner/revisionist 

lived in his father-in-law’s house for a few days and after that he himself 

purchased a land near his father-in-law’s house and started living there. The   

petitioner/revisionist opened a pharmacy in his own land and built a house 

having four rooms which were given on rent to other persons. The 

petitioner/opposite party often used to send money to her father without 

informing her husband due to which there was some verbal altercation between 

them in the month of March, 2015. At the instigation of her father, the 

petitioner/opposite party asked the petitioner/revisionist to leave his house, 

land and pharmacy or threatened to cause his death and with the help of some 

miscreants threatened the petitioner/revisionist to cause his death and asked 

him to go away leaving his properties there. For the sake of his life he left to 

Nagaon leaving his property there and took shelter at kandolimari in his elder 

brother’s house. After that his wife and her father misappropriated his house, 

land and pharmacy and his motorcycle. Moreover they have sold away the 

medicines of his pharmacy, including the pharmacy they have given five rooms 

on rent. His wife never went to Nagaon insearch of him rather he came to his 

wife to take back her along with their child. At present he has no any pharmacy 

and has not earned Rs. 15,000/- to 20,000/- per month as stated by his wife. 

In have he has been taking shelter in the house of Zakir Khan at Kandolimari 

and has been working as an employee under Zakir Khan’s pharmacy and 

earned about Rs. 3500/- per month. He never neglected to maintain his wife 

and daughter. His wife forcefully taken possession of his house and shop and 

has been earning sufficient money by giving those rooms on rent. Besides, his 
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wife by nurturing duck, hen, pigeon etc. earns sufficient money. As he never 

tortured his wife physically and mentally and never deserted his wife and child 

willfully rather his wife and her father forced him to leave his house, his wife is 

not entitled to get any maintenance from his and praying for dismissing the 

petition of his wife. 

  The wife/petitioner/opposite party in support of her case examined 

three witnesses including herself. The husband/the petitioner/revisionist 

examined himself as a witness.  

  After hearing the argument, learned lower court allowed the 

maintenance petition by granting an amount of Rs. 2000/- per month as 

maintenance allowance to her and an amount of Rs. 1500/- per month for her 

daughter.   

3. Being highly aggrieved by the aforesaid order, the 

Revisionist/petitioner filed this revision petition on the following grounds:   

(i) The learned trial Magistrate has erred in law as well as in fact 

while passing the impugned judgment and order dated 09-03-

2017 against the present petitioner allowing maintenance u/s 

125 Cr.P.C to the petitioner/present OP No. 2 and her daughter. 

As such the said order is liable to be set aside.    

(ii)  The learned court below miserably failed to appreciate the 

evidence on record adduced by both the parties and as such the 

same is liable to be set aside.    

(iii) The learned trial Magistrate while deciding issue No. 1 in its 

Judgment belied the story of the petitioner in a casual manner 

and accepted the evidence of the petitioner without going 

through the cross-examination portion of the witness. That in 

the above noted case the petitioner examined three witnesses 

in support of her case including herself as PW1, Md. Motibur 

Rahman as PW 2 and one Abdul Kasem as PW 3. But the PW 2 

and 3 did not support the evidence of the petitioner in any 

manner and stated complete different story. So their evidence 

cannot be believed or taken into consideration in this case 

against the opposite party. Hence, the judgment and order 

passed on the basis of the findings is not tenable in the eye of 

law.      
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(iv) According to section 125 Cr.P.C. if a person refuse or neglect to 

maintain his wife or minor child, upon proof of such neglect the 

Hon’ble Court may directed the person to make monthly 

allowance for the maintenance of his wife and child.  To allow 

the monthly maintenance under this section the neglect or 

refusal on the part of the person has to be proved but no such 

kind of refusal or neglect has proved on the part of the present 

petitioner and whereas the present Opposite party in her 

evidence stated before the trial court below that she is ready to 

stay with the present petitioner if he builds a house at 

Dhekiajuli which automatically proved that she has not 

neglected by the present petitioner, she is not with present 

petitioner as the present petitioner refused to accept her 

proposal of staying at Dhekiajuli.  

(v) The petitioner in her evidence admitted that opposite party 

constructed a separate house, five rented rooms along with a 

pharmacy which was run by the Opposite party but thereafter 

the petitioner sold out the medicines of the pharmacy and the 

pharmacy has also been given on rent. It is also admitted by 

the petitioner in her evidence that the petitioner collected the 

rents of the said rooms by herself and the opposite party never 

asked her about the rents. As the petitioner admitted that the 

said land in which the said house and rented rooms are 

standing in the name of the petitioner but she failed to submit 

any documents in this regard. It has come out from the 

evidence of DW 1/opposite party that the opposite party 

purchased 3 kathas of land and constructed a separate house 

where the petitioner and the opposite party were living 

peacefully, 5 numbers of rented rooms along with a pharmacy 

which was run by the present petitioner. But thereafter, the 

father of the opposite party with the help of some bed elements 

threatened and pressurized the opposite party to leave the 

property with dire consequence of death. The Opposite party 

out of continuous threatening of death was compelled to leave 

his house and establishment and now taking shelter at his 
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brother’s house at No.2 Kandolimari, Nagaon and working as an 

employee in a pharmacy. But the learned trial court ignored the 

defence version and passed the said impugned order and 

judgment and hence the same is liable to be set aside.  

(vi) The monthly income of the opposite party is Rs. 15,000/- to Rs. 

20,000/- is totally false, baseless and concocted story and 

hence the judgment and order is liable to be set aside.  

(vii) Learned trial court without apply her mind and without 

considering the materials on record harshly awarded the 

maintenance allowance @ Rs. 2000/- per month for the 

petitioner/wife/Opposite party and Rs. 2500/- per month for 

her daughter. Hence, prayed for set aside the aforesaid order 

and Judgment.  

4. I have heard the argument put forwarded by the learned 

Counsels for both the parties. 

5. Learned counsel for the petitioner/revisionist submitted that 

learned trial court granted maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. without proper 

considering the evidence available in the record which is not possible to 

make payment, therefore, praying for set aside the said maintenance 

order.   

   On the other hand, learned counsel for the OP/State submitted 

that the learned trial court has rightly granted maintenance allowance of 

Rs. 2000/- per month to the petitioner and maintenance allowance of 

Rs. 1500/- per month to her daughter from the date of the order based 

on the evidence available on record.     

6. Keeping in mind, the rival submissions of both the parties, the 

moot point in this revision is that – whether the learned trial court has 

passed the impugned Judgment & order awarding maintenance 

allowance of Rs. 2000/- per month to the petitioner and maintenance 

allowance of Rs. 1500/- per month to her daughter, not on the basis of 

the evidence available on the record.  
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7. As the revisionist challenged the judgment and order merely on 

the ground of not considering the evidence so I think it would be 

justified to refresh the evidence available in the case record.  

8.  In fact the marriage and paternity of daughter is admitted by the 

Revisionist /Opposite party. Though the petitioner PW 1 was vigorously 

cross-examined by the opposite party but the evidence as to causing her 

torture and neglecting and deserted her by the Revisionist/Opposite 

party has remained same. Rather, PW 1 admitted that on the day of 

assaulting in their home only their mother was there, but there was no 

any neighbour. The statement of the PW1 is also supported by PW 2 and 

3. Though the Opposite party cross-examined the PW1, 2 and 3 but 

evidence as to causing torture and ultimately desertion to the petitioner 

has remained unchallenged.  

9.  The Section provides a swift and cheap remedy against any 

person who, despite means, neglects or refuses to maintain (a) his wife 

which includes a woman after divorce who has not remarried, unable to 

maintain herself; (b) his minor child, legitimate or illegitimate, unable to 

maintain itself, the liability in case of minor married daughter arising only 

when the husband is not possessed of sufficient means and until she 

becomes major; (c) his major child, legitimate or illegitimate (excepting 

married daughter) unable to maintain itself owing to any physical or 

mental abnormality or injury ; (d) his father or mother unable to 

maintain himself or herself. Emphasis has been laid in all cases on the 

“inability to maintain” because the primary object of the section is to 

prevent starvation and vagrancy. A major married daughter has been 

wholly excluded from the operation of this section as the responsibility of 

maintaining her should be on her husband. Nature, scope and object 

stated.  

10. In Rupa Paul Vs. Tapash Dhar reported in 2013 (1) GLT 

485 it is held by Hon’ble High Court that – “Trial Court refusing grant of 

maintenance to petitioner-wife-Evidence indicating that the petitioner left 

her matrimonial home due to some disputes with the respondent – 
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Nothing on record to hold that the petitioner-wife voluntarily deserted 

the husband and withdrawn herself from the association of her husband 

– Not disputed that the petitioner has no independent source of income 

to maintain herself- Held : respondent duty bound to pay maintenance – 

Direction to pay maintenance to the petitioner @ Rs. 2000/- per month 

from the date of filing petition.”   

11.    I have meticulously gone through the impugned Judgment and 

order passed by learned trial court and gone through the evidence and 

materials on record. The marriage between the petitioner and 

respondent is not disputed. Paternity of the child is also not disputed. It 

is also not disputed that the petitioner (wife) has no independent source 

of income to maintain herself. On the other hand it is also true that the 

petitioner/1st party has some income as she admitted in cross-

examination that the separate house constructed by them has five rooms 

which is let out and she has received rent of 300/-. She has also let out 

the pharmacy. It is an admitted fact that the petitioner/wife was living 

apart from her husband and residing with her parents in her parental 

house. The case of the petitioner is that she had been subjected to 

cruelty by her husband and when her husband contracted second 

marriage, the relation between them, become more strange. Thereafter, 

husband went to his brother’s house at kandulimara. On the other hand, 

petitioner stated that after marriage her father had purchased a plot of 

land measuring 3 kathas and her husband constructed a house for their 

staying and also constructed a house consisted four rooms and in one 

room her husband started a pharmacy shop. Their relation become 

strange when the revisionist contacted second marriage with one Alekjan 

Bibi. There is nothing in the evidence on record to hold that the 

petitioner/wife voluntarily deserted her husband and withdrawn herself 

from association of her husband. Besides that, it is an undisputed fact 

that the revisionist contacted second marriage. Under such 

circumstances, it is the obligation and the boundant duty of the husband 

to maintain his wife.   
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12. The proceedings under Chapter IX of the Cr.P.C. are not punitive 

in nature. The object is not to punish a person for neglect to maintain 

those whom he is bound to maintain. The section provides only a speedy 

remedy by a summery procedure to enforce liability in order to avoid 

vagrancy. The provisions should be liberally construed as the primary 

object is to ensure social justice and to prevent vagrancy by compelling 

those who can support those who are unable to support themselves. The 

object of the provision has been well explained by the Apex Court in the 

case of Sabita Ben Vs. State reported in (2005) 3 SCC 636 ; AIR 2005 SC 

1809; AIR 2005 Cri. L.J. 2141 stating that Section 125 is enacted for 

social justice and specially to protect women and children as also old and 

infirm poor parents within the constitutional sweep of Article 15(3) 

reinforced by Article 39 of the Consitution. The provision gives effect to 

the natural and fundamental duty of a man to maintain his wife, children 

and parents so long they are unable to maintain themselves.  

13.  The essence of Section 125 of Cr.P.C is to grant maintenance 

and not refusal of the same. The Courts exercising jurisdiction under 

Section 125 of Cr.P.C. must keep in mind the very object of the provision 

and appreciate the facts and circumstances keeping in mind the 

legislative intents and purposes. The Court must take into consideration 

the broader aspect of the law and should not get swayed by the 

technicalities and the pits and holes here and there in the evidence and 

materials on record. it should appreciate the facts with broader 

possibility and should not reject the prayer of maintenance, as a matter 

like other criminal cases, taking into consideration the technicalities. 

Maintenance is not for luxury but for survival. After marriage, it is the 

duty of the husband to provide shelter and maintenance to the wife. If 

he neglects, the wife is legally entitled to have it through the Court by 

petition under this Section. While the wife, children and infirm parents 

approaching the court of law being helpless, for maintenance to survive, 

the Courts should not shut its eye and close the door which will definitely 

put the petitioner in duress, vagrancy and starvation. It is true that the 
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maintenance should be allowed keeping in mind the ability of the 

respondent i.e. his income, and other attending factors.  

14. Considering the facts and circumstances of the case what 

transpires in the petitioner, written objection and the evidence on record, 

I think the wife/Opposite party and her daugther is also entitled to get 

the maintenance. The learned trial court considering all the facts 

awarded an amount of Rs. 2000/- per month as maintenance to the wife 

and an amount of Rs. 1500/- per month as maintenance to her 

daughter. According to the PW 1, they at present lived in the house 

constructed by them and they have let out five rooms, the amount of 

rent worth of Rs. 300/- is taken by her. In fact, neither in the written 

statement nor in the evidence of DW, the revisionist stated the exact 

amount of rent realized by the petitioner from the said rented house. 

Nesides, neither in the petition nor in the evidence of the petitioner or in 

the written statement or in the evidence of DW clearly stated the exact  

income of the second party/husband. But it is no where stated that the 

2nd party/revisionist/husband is not able bodied or physically disable 

person to earn anything. Regarding assumption of income as stated by 

the 1st party, no doubt the 2nd party/revisionist denied but nowhere 

divulge his exact income. But there is an evidence that the wife/1st party 

has an income derived from rented house. Considering the present price 

index, costs of living and social status of the parties from which they 

belong the amount of maintenance as awarded by the learned trial court 

to the daughter of the petitioner is upheld as the learned counsel for the 

revisionist has not raised any objection during argument in regard to the 

maintenance to the child but the amount of award of Rs. 2000/- per 

month given to the petitioner is modified as Rs. 1,700/- per month as 

maintenance.  

15. The petitioner/Revisionist/husband is directed to pay 

maintenance of Rs. 1700/- per month to the wife/opposite party and Rs. 

1500/- as maintenance allowance to the minor daughter of the petitioner 

from the date of order passed by the learned trial court. The exits 
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amount if paid by the petitioner/revisionist be adjusted in three 

subsequent months.   

 

16. Accordingly, this revision petition is partly allowed by modifying the 

maintenance amount granted by the learned lower court to the petitioner to  

Rs. 1700/- per month instead of Rs. 2000/- per month.   

 

17.  Send the MR Case No. 67/2015 to the learned trial court along with a 

Judgment of this court immediately.   

  

   Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 11th   

day of December, 2017. 

 

 

 

                        (A.K. Borah) 
                                       Sessions Judge 

                                       Sonitpur, Tezpur 
Dictated and corrected by me. 

 

 
(A.K. Borah) 
Sessions Judge, 
Sonitpur, Tezpur 
 
 
Typed and transcribed by me.  
 
(R. Hazarika),Steno.   


